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A Blues Song Just for Fighters: 
The Legend of Sonny Liston

Timothy Hackman

**legend, n.** 1. **The story of the life of a Saint.** 6. **An unauthentic or non-historical story, esp. one handed down by tradition from early times and popularly regarded as historical.** 8. **A person of such fame or distinction as to become the subject of popularly repeated (true or fictitious) stories; esp. in phr. a legend in one’s (own) lifetime.**

Despite the black and white reassurances of the *Oxford English Dictionary*, the term “legend” (much like the term “folklore”) has yet to be authoritatively defined. Folklorist Linda Dégh spends nearly the first one hundred pages of her 2001 study of *Legend and Belief* on the question, “Is there a definition for the legend?” She begins with the generally accepted notion of a legend as it appears in definition six above—an untrue story that is told as true—but, for the purposes of her study, ultimately decides to “use legend as an overarching term to include all stories, short or long, which so far have been forced into small categories based on different organizational principles.” That is, the term covers not only those stories traditionally understood as legends, but also the myriad variations, such as anecdotes, belief stories and legends, horror stories, myths, rumor-legends, superstitions, urban legends and the like, which “contain a possible legend core.” The truth or falsity of the story is not important, Dégh insists; what matters is the *uncertainty* about whether or not the story is true. “The legend is a legend once it entertains debate about belief. Short or long, complete or rudimentary, local or global … the sounding of contrary opinions is what makes a legend a legend.”
Following Dégh’s formula, the life of any sports celebrity, and particularly that of a boxer, would seem an unlikely subject for legend. Boxing fans, like baseball fans, are especially obsessed with the facts and statistics that make up the history of their sport, as Joyce Carol Oates comments in her meditation *On Boxing*:

The dead immortals are always with us, not only their names and the hazy outlines of careers recalled, but individual bouts, moments when decisive punches were thrown and caught, the size of a boxer’s fist, the measurement of his reach, his age when he began and when he retired, his record of wins, losses, draws.³

The statistics should eliminate any ambiguity: someone won, someone lost. Moreover, it seems that the advent of video recording technology should have forever erased the uncertainty from any sporting event thus documented. And yet we have the Muhammad Ali-Sonny Liston championship fight of 1965, and the infamous “Phantom Punch” (note the capitalization) that remains unresolved over forty years after the fact. Clearly, legends can still emerge and flourish in a history-obsessed sport like boxing, and Sonny Liston is a perfect example.

If “legend” retained only its original meaning as the life story of a saint, then Charles “Sonny” Liston would be an odd choice indeed to become the stuff of legend. But more than any of his predecessors or peers, Liston remains shrouded in the sort of uncertainty that Dégh describes as the core of a legend, a man whose life and death invite no end of “debate about belief” from boxing enthusiasts, cultural historians and artists. A fearsome heavyweight who held the championship for less than two short years—from 1962 (when he destroyed Floyd Patterson in a single round) to 1964 (when he quit on his stool after six rounds with the young upstart then known as Cassius Clay)—Liston was also an ex-convict who learned to box in prison, a repeat offender, a mob enforcer, and an all-around terrifying presence in and out of the ring. This article will explore the legend of Sonny Liston as it has been created and nurtured since his arrival on the boxing scene—indeed, one could say “since the year of his birth” except that that date is unknown—to the present day. It will examine published biographies, along with numerous essays and other “readings” of Liston produced both during and after his lifetime, to uncover the “sounding of contrary opinions” that has made him into a legend. It will also analyze the reflections of Sonny Liston in literature and song which continue to expand and shape his story.

There is strong precedent for the treatment of boxers, especially African American boxers, as legends and folk heroes, beginning with the very first black heavyweight champion, Jack Johnson. William Wiggins, for example, finds in Johnson’s “fearless defiance” of white America’s rules—his physical
superiority in the ring, his frequent breach of the taboo of white women, his material extravagance and general hedonism—a representative of the “bad nigger” and the “hard hero” character types who “refuse to accept the place given to Negroes.” Al-Tony Gilmore’s *Bad Nigger! The National Impact of Jack Johnson* greatly expands on Wiggins’ work, reading Johnson as not just a folk hero but “a major force in American intellectual, social and folk history.”

Joe Louis, the second black heavyweight champion, has been similarly examined from the folklorist’s perspective. In his work on *Black Culture and Black Consciousness*, Lawrence Levine includes Louis, along with Jack Johnson and folk heroes John Henry and Shine, in his discussion of important black figures that “signified the growing Negro insistence … that they be accepted in American society not merely as Americans but as black Americans, not merely as individuals but as a people.” Others have explored Louis as an altogether different sort of hero from Johnson, a patriotic “American Hero” who was as universally revered as Johnson was despised by whites: Dominic Capeci, Jr. and Martha Wilkerson name Louis a “multifarious hero” for the many roles and meanings he took on during his long career, while Gilmore begins his article on “The Myth, Legend, and Folklore of Joe Louis” with the claim that “the lives of few individuals in the nation’s history either take on legendary characteristics or reveal more about the hopes, fears, ambitions, and ambiguities of the American people than that of boxing champion Joe Louis.”

The research makes clear that both Johnson and Louis were more than great fighters, and that their legends were largely shaped by social and historical circumstance. To whites, Johnson was a threat to the social order, while Louis was a symbol of his country; to blacks, both men were sources of racial pride and examples of black resistance and achievement in the face of white racism. Enormous caches of jokes, stories, songs, and poetry grew up around both men in their own times and continue to develop long after their retirements from the ring, reflecting their cultural importance and transforming them from mere historical figures into legends. But Jack Johnson and Joe Louis, it could be argued, were exceptional cases since there were relatively few African American sports celebrities during their times. Their essential duality—as champions they stood at the center of American society, while as black men they remained forever outside of it—contributed to their solitariness. Their legendary status, in other words, was largely created and defined by their outsider status. Joe Louis, however, inaugurated the era of the black heavyweight champion, which stretched virtually uninterrupted from 1937 to the early 2000s, when fighters from Eastern Europe began to establish themselves in the heavyweight ranks. Only two times in a series of twenty-six unified titleholders—Rocky Marciano (1952-1956) and Ingemar Johansson (1959-1960)—have white men held the undisputed heavyweight championship of the world. In this era of black supremacy in boxing, then,
can the same folkloric processes that made legends of Johnson and Louis still apply to black fighters?

To this question, the story of Muhammad Ali offers a resounding “yes.” Of the post-Louis heavyweights, it seems that only Muhammad Ali (and, as we will see, Sonny Liston) has risen to the legendary status of his predecessors. In Ali’s case, the combination of his athletic genius, his unceasing self-promotion, and his iconoclasm transformed him into a folk hero, a symbol of a decade, and a cultural touchstone. As early as 1971, Pete Hamill wrote of Ali’s defeat at the hands of Joe Frazier in terms of “The Disintegration of a Folk Hero;” in that same year, William Wiggins explored “The Folklore of Muhammad Ali,” highlighting the fighter’s verbal expressions in the form of toasts and the black game of insults known as “the dozens,” his use of the “Trickster” archetype in his professional career, and his adherence to the “bad nigger” character type out of the ring. As with Johnson and Louis, Ali’s legend continues to grow, with new biographies, scholarly essays, creative tributes, and critical reappraisals of his life and legacy appearing regularly.

In venerating Johnson, Louis and Ali as the holy trinity of black heavyweight champions, many writers skip over Sonny Liston. This is perhaps due to his relatively short time as champion, but, more likely, it is because his story was so quickly eclipsed by Ali’s turbulent reign. But those who ignore Liston have not considered that the man Ali called “the big ugly bear” was also a legendary figure in his own right; just like those of his more famous colleagues, his reign forced public confrontation with issues of race, and his significance continues to invite discussion and debate. As with the other champions, there has also been a flurry of creative activity around Sonny Liston, suggesting that his name and story retain some resonance in the popular imagination decades after his death. Robert Hedin and Michael Waters 2003 collection of boxing poetry includes four poems about Liston, the same number as for Muhammad Ali and only two less than for Jack Johnson. Joe Louis is far and away the winner with thirteen.) A 1996 collection of poems by Gary Short is entitled *Flying Over Sonny Liston*, Thom Jones titled his 1999 collection of short stories *Sonny Liston Was a Friend of Mine*, and the main character in Brian DeVido’s 2006 novel, *Every Time I Talk to Liston*, visits Sonny’s Las Vegas grave regularly. There have been folk and rock songs by artists as diverse as Phil Ochs and Morrissey, and in 2004 Mark Knopfler recorded a full-length blues ballad, “Song for Sonny Liston.” Finally, there are his multiple biographies; the most recent of these is Nick Tosches’ hard-boiled *The Devil and Sonny Liston*, which tries to untangle Liston fact from folklore but ends up reading as equal parts of both. As with the other champions, Liston became a legendary figure through the combination of his physical abilities and his participation in a series of epoch-defining fights. Unlike the others, however, there is an uncertainty about Liston’s story, a general air of mystery surrounding him, which continues to expand his legend.
The first thing mentioned in most Sonny Liston stories is his physical size. Many boxers are tall, broad, and muscular, of course, and several, Muhammad Ali included, have been larger than Liston. But, when combined with his intimidating stare, the no-nonsense way he went about his work, and his distaste for public relations small-talk, Sonny’s stature seemed to make him especially menacing. There are manifold variations on this theme in the coverage of Liston’s life and career. Richard Carter, writing in 2005 of meeting Liston in 1962, remarks, “He was the most physically intimidating man I’d ever encountered. And still is.”

Boxing correspondent A.J. Liebling wrote with some humor in 1963 that, “His size and his public scowl, perhaps, are the chief counts against him, although the latter is only a professional tool, like a doctor’s bedside manner … His voice can make ‘yes’ sound like an insult.”

Norman Mailer recalled, somewhat more melodramatically, that “His charisma was majestic with menace. One would hold one’s breath when near him.”

Sportswriter William Nack joked that all Sonny had to do was look at his opponents and they would “start bleeding during the national anthem.” Marty Marshall, who fought Liston three times, observed after their first fight (which Marshall won): “He hit me like no man should be hit … He’s tough. That’s one thing nobody can deny about that man. He hurts when he breathes on you.”

Hyperbole is a common ingredient in all sports writing of course, but in Liston’s case, there is an indication of something beyond the ordinary—what Linda Dégh would term the “extranormal”—in the descriptions of his size and strength. Over time, his physical characteristics and seeming invulnerability in the ring led to many “tall tales” of his strength and toughness. William Nack sums up some of the stories that began to emerge following Liston’s singular defeat of Floyd Patterson in 1962:

Before the referee could count to ten in that first fight, Liston had become a mural-sized American myth, a larger-than-life John Henry with two hammers … Tales of his exploits spun well with the fight crowd over beers in dark-wood bars. There was the one about how he used to lift up the front end of automobiles. And one about how he caught birds with his bare hands. And another about how he hit speed bags so hard that he tore them from their anchors and ripped into heavy bags until they burst.

Nack’s observation suggests that these stories emerged only after Liston had taken the title; in other words, his legend began to grow once he had become a well-known figure by his public and impressive display of strength. One can easily find these and other stories recounted by Liston’s multiple biographers. A.S. Young cites boxing trainer Monroe Harrison, who attests that he “once saw [Liston] pick up the front end of a Ford” just because
“someone said he couldn’t do it.” Rob Steen notes that stories about Sonny “quickly metamorphosed into legends,” such as his destruction of punching bags: “Speed bags, it was said, were yanked from their hinges, heavy bags relieved of their stuffing.”

More significant is a recollection from St. Louis police captain James Doherty, as related by Nick Tosches: “Five coppers tried to lock Sonny. This ain’t no bullshit story. They broke hickory nightsticks over his head. They couldn’t get his hands cuffed. He was a monster.” Doherty’s story is notable for two reasons. First, his use of the word “monster” denies Liston’s very humanity, transforming his size and strength into something unnatural to be feared. Doherty’s story is essentially self-serving—if Sonny was a monster and not a man, then his brutal treatment at the hands of the St. Louis police department can be justified—but it also reveals the racism underlying that treatment. Doherty’s choice of words recalls a story related by Leroi Jones of a white cab driver who, after commenting on the size of Liston’s fists and the length of his arms, declared, “He’s like an animal. Jesus! He shouldn’t even be allowed to fight normal guys. He’s like an animal.” In each reaction to Sonny, his physical characteristics and the violent nature of his profession are combined with his racial otherness to create the white teller’s conception of him as sub-human, a jungle beast to which fear (and, in Doherty’s case, violence) is the only appropriate reaction.

The second feature of Doherty’s story, even more important from the folklorist’s perspective, is his assertion of its truthfulness in the middle of recounting it—“This ain’t no bullshit story”—as if the auditor would be inclined to dismiss it as pure fiction. Dégh reminds us that legends are not necessarily recounted as such; often they come in the form of anecdotes, personal stories or rumors, which are frequently accompanied by such attestations of truthfulness. Despite his intentions then, Doherty’s assertion actually pushes his story further in the direction of legend, rather than toward history.

Liston’s reputation as powerful and fearsome has also been preserved and enlarged through literature and song. In E. Ethelbert Miller’s sympathetic poem, “Sonny Liston,” the fighter, after his first loss to Cassius Clay, recalls a time when “my stare once cut men before they entered the ring / i could smell fear dripping on the lacing of their shoes.” Miller’s Liston clearly was intimidating once, but the past-tense verbs, as well as the diminishment inherent in the lower-case “I” used throughout the poem, indicate that the speaker is a Liston past his prime and hint at his end: “the world ain’t pretty and a lot of people try to hide/too bad the night has a thousand eyes.” As “The airplane rises over the cemetery/where Liston is buried,” in Gary Short’s “Flying Over Sonny Liston,” the speaker remembers: “What I recall is his bad press—/how he learned to box in prison, / how he hung out with the worst people./His violence & his size.” Short’s speaker does not pretend
to understand Sonny Liston as an individual; he only relates the pieces that have been impressed upon his memory, the same pieces which have become part of Liston's legend.

Mark Knopfler’s “Song for Sonny Liston” is more positive in its view of Sonny, but also stresses his physical power with lyrics such as, “he had dynamite in both his hands.” 31 Like William Nack, Knopfler compares the boxer to that most popular and powerful of African American folk heroes, John Henry. “A left like Henry’s hammer” is perhaps a fitting simile to evoke the power Liston was said to possess in that one punch—which biographer Rob Steen poetically calls “a sacrilegious Excalibur”32—but the comparison seems incongruous given Sonny’s image. John Henry is a powerful but beloved and entirely benign figure, while Liston was largely disliked and feared. Where the two figures converge, however, is that both can be understood as victims of indifferent social forces; John Henry worked himself to death for a white-controlled industry that had likely replaced him with another anonymous laborer by the next morning, just as Liston labored in a dangerous occupation for his white managers and criminal backers and was unceremoniously discarded once he proved no longer profitable.

Knopfler follows his John Henry comparison with the observation that Liston also had a “right like Betty bam-a-lam.” The nonsense rhyme comes from Leadbelly’s song “Black Betty,” thereby connecting Liston to another legendary figure with a troubled past. A convicted murderer, Leadbelly (Huddie Ledbetter, 1885-1949) was discovered in a Louisiana prison by John Lomax, who brought him to New York following his release and turned him into a folk music sensation. As with Liston, press coverage and promotion of Leadbelly in his time “depicted him as a savage, untamed animal,” a primitive somehow living in the midst of modern society.33 Unlike Liston’s image, Leadbelly’s popularity grew beyond the bounds of such promotional gimmicks, and he is revered today as a blues and folk music icon.34 Although Knopfler highlights some of the negative aspects of Liston’s life and career—“He hung with the hoods/He wouldn’t stroke the fans,” for example—the power of these positive associations, repeated multiple times in the song’s refrain, make his portrait a largely sympathetic one, perhaps in an attempt to elevate Liston to the same folk hero status as Jack Johnson or Joe Louis.

The speaker of William Trowbridge’s poem, “Liston,” however, does not make such positive associations. “In an allegory, he’d have been Brute Force,” the poem begins, “hulking frame, liver lips, blunt stare assessive/as a prowling shark’s,” calling attention to racial distinctions and once again drawing comparisons to the non-human. The speaker admires what he sees as Liston’s elemental simplicity, finding in him:

Everybody’s heavyweight stripped down
to the raw essentials: bone and muscle, rage
and felonies; black trunks with white stripes, blackout with twinkly stars. We loved the chill he gave us, our glowering pit bull we sicced on all contenders, our looming shadow. The speaker’s taste for boxing is shorn of what Loïc Wacquant calls the “romance of pugilism”; rather, it is pure aggression and violence, for which Liston seemed custom-made, that arouse admiration. There is also an uncomfortable sense of ownership in this portrait of Liston; as “our looming shadow,” the bestial part of human nature that a “civilized” society wishes to deny, he should be shunned. Yet, when Liston’s violence is under nominal control, through the conventionalized violence of boxing, the speaker finds his presence vaguely thrilling, and as “our … pit bull” he proves useful for drawing blood to entertain the masses. As a result the speaker is profoundly disappointed—“betrayed, diminished, tongue tied”—when Liston proves incapable of conquering the “prattling dancer,” Cassius Clay: “We wanted blood, teeth. Nothing fancy.”

Occasional dissenting voices point out that Liston was not as menacing as he seemed. Various acquaintances interviewed for biographies and documentaries go out of their way to mention how gentle or good-natured Sonny was, how generous with his money, how much he loved children or playing practical jokes. Interestingly, Benjamin Filene points out similar observations about Leadbelly—by all accounts a gentle, jovial man—from his friends and acquaintances. Compare the opinion of Pennsylvania State Athletic Commission secretary Jack Saunders, who told Doc Young, “The real Sonny Liston is a quiet, sensible guy with mother wit and humor to make a lot of people happy” with Pete Seeger’s recollection of Leadbelly “as soft voiced, meticulously dressed, and ‘wonderful with children.’” This similarity between Leadbelly and Liston’s experiences suggests that society was interested in African Americans as single-faceted celebrities only; in his public role, neither man was permitted the complexities of character, which would qualify him as a fully human being. But, here again, Liston differs from Leadbelly in that the former never exposed this “softer side.” Instead, writes William Nack, “In public Liston was often surly, hostile and uncommunicative, and so he fed one of the most disconcerting of white stereotypes, that of the ignorant, angry, morally reckless black, roaming loose, with bad intentions, in white society.”

As with Jack Johnson, we can see the fear of the “bad nigger” in the public and press reaction to Sonny Liston—it was clearly not just his size, manner, and criminal past, but these factors in combination with the color of his skin, which made him so intimidating. Leroi Jones sums up the “aura of menace” that so many perceived as surrounding Liston. “Sonny was the big black Negro in every white man’s hallway, waiting to do him in, deal
him under, for all the hurts white men have been able to inflict on his world. Sonny Liston was ‘the huge Negro,’ the ‘bad nigger,’ a heavy-faced replica of every whipped-up woogie in the world.” Unlike Joe Louis, who may have carried blacks’ “dreams of vengeance” but hid them behind his deadpan expression, Liston possessed both the physical ability to lash out at white America and a disposition that seemed to make him inclined to do so.

While this may have terrified whites, for many blacks it was cause for celebration. Jones laments the white/good vs. black/evil terms in which the Liston-Patterson fights were promoted, but he clearly revels in Liston’s easy victories and what he feels they represented: “Each time Patterson fell, there was a vision that came to me of the whole colonial West crumbling in some sinister silence, like the across-the-tracks House of Usher.” Eldridge Cleaver celebrates Muhammad Ali as “the first ‘free’ black champion ever to confront white America,” but acknowledges that “It was really Sonny Liston who marked the coming of the autonomous Negro to boxing.” For Cleaver, Liston was not as threatening (and therefore not as desirable as champion) as Ali because he was “nonideological”—that is, he never took a public stand on civil rights issues—but he nevertheless had an independence that whites feared and Cleaver seems to admire.

Liston’s white biographer Nick Tosches, who has a weakness for purple prose and unrestrained flights of fantasy, picks up on the concept of the “bad nigger” and runs with it when describing the St. Louis Police Department’s vendetta against Liston:

Charles Liston was, of course, the motherfucker they really wanted: the big bad nigger who looked at you like he didn’t know whether to drink your blood or spit on you … And not one, not two of them, could take him alone without a gun, and they knew it, and they hated him for that, the very fact of his existence. Big bad niggers weren’t supposed to be that big and that bad, not in St. Louis, anyway.

We can read this passage as Tosches’ imaginative recreation of sentiments already expressed by police captain James Doherty, but by making explicit what is below the surface in Doherty’s story, he contributes to the growth of the Liston legend and provides raw materials for future myth-making.

We can also read in Tosches’ daydream a theme similar to one identified by Frederic Jaher in his article on Jack Johnson. Jaher finds “the fear of the ‘black brute,’ that envied but ominous counterforce to western civilization” in the reaction to Johnson as “bad nigger.” The envy here, according to Jaher, is primarily sexual, and proceeds from a misguided interpretation of the black man as “the id in the white psyche.” Likewise, in Tosches’ reading, it is not only Liston’s size and badness, but also how small and powerless, how impotent he makes the white police feel by comparison, that draws their
ire. The sexual implications remain below the surface here, but there are other places where the connection is made very explicit. Muhammad Ali’s autobiography, for example, includes a discussion of the popular myth that requires boxers to abstain from sex before a bout, quoting one trainer who remembers that “[Liston was] one of the worse [sic] … Liston used to take his sex drive out on opponents.” Tosches provides the most conspicuous example when, apropos of nothing, he breaks into his narrative to go on at length about the alleged size of Liston’s penis and relate stories of his sexual proclivities. Despite his ironic posturing, which would seem to mock the white obsession with the “black man as sexual threat,” Tosches proves every bit as interested in the prurient details of Sonny’s anatomy and private life. Liston’s sexual exploits are not nearly as important to his story as they are to the story of Jack Johnson, but they appear with enough frequency, and in enough detail, to suggest that they remain a fixation for tellers of his legend.

As with Jack Johnson and Joe Louis, Sonny Liston’s legend was also created in part from the historic and symbolic championship matches in which he participated. Unlike the two former champions, however, Liston was a part of no less than four such fights, all of them against other African-Americans and each with its own set of racial interpretations. The accepted reading of Liston’s 1962 championship bout against Floyd Patterson, as it has come to be incorporated into the Liston legend, is of the good black versus the bad black, of white bourgeois liberalism versus black underclass rage, a “morality play,” according to William Nack, with Patterson in the role of Good and Liston as Evil personified. Only James Baldwin’s humanistic “The Fight: Patterson vs. Liston” refuses such symbolizing, steadfastly insisting on treating the two fighters as individual human beings. Baldwin recounts his meetings with Liston and Patterson and finds qualities to admire in both, but ultimately empathizes more with Patterson: “It wasn’t that I didn’t like Liston,” he writes. “I just felt closer to Floyd.” Ultimately, he reads the conflict as one of personalities rather than ideologies—Patterson’s “disciplined sweetness” vs. Liston’s “outspoken intransigence.”

But in the civil rights era, these distinct personalities also suggested two very different approaches to the African American struggle for equality, and so the fight acquired heavy layers of racial meaning as well. That both fighters were black did not lessen the intensity of this racial tension—Nathan Hare has observed that “‘white hope’ syndrome is so intense as to enter into fights between two blacks” and Mike Marquese similarly notes that such fights are “valorized by the perceived relation of each fighter to white power.” But it was not enough for whites to choose polite, devout, integrationist Patterson—whom Leroi Jones sneeringly dubbed an “honorary” white man—as their representative. Blacks also had to align themselves with one of the two black men, and for the first time that simple choice seemed to hold great significance. According to Tosches, “A champion such as Liston, it
was believed, would bring disgrace and trouble; would impugn and abrogate black respectability; and would be like gasoline to bring white hatred flaring forth anew.”

Tosches asks the question of why a simple fight came “to be charged with such meaning and such moment and such madness,” but the answer largely eludes him. The most likely possibility is the least romantic, and it has nothing to do with racial uplift or the preservation of the moral or social order. Boxing promoters since the time of Johnson-Jeffries realized they could count on a good villain and racial confrontation to increase interest in a fight and thereby increase their profits. So when Young described Sonny Liston as “the most unwanted challenger since Jack Johnson,” he spoke only for the racist whites or for the middle class blacks who took seriously the talk of Sonny’s threat to civil rights progress; for the business of boxing, he was a godsend. For his part, Sonny certainly seemed to be aware of his role in the theatre of his sport: “A boxing match is like a cowboy movie,” he told a reporter from *Time* magazine. “There’s got to be good guys, and there’s got to be bad guys … Bad guys are supposed to lose. I change that. I win.”

The two finally met in the center of the ring in Chicago’s Comiskey Park—ironically, the same venue where Liston’s boxing idol, Joe Louis, had taken the title from James Braddock in 1937—and just two minutes and six seconds later, Patterson lay flat on his back, and the world had a new heavyweight champion, whether it liked it or not. “[Liston’s] demolition job on Patterson was so thorough, so swift, so complete,” wrote Doc Young, “that the near-nineteen-thousand in-person onlookers were simply shocked, stunned, startled into silence.” One well-dressed man watching the fight in a movie theatre, so the story goes, stood and proclaimed, “God help us,” before heading for the exit. Yet, for all the pre-fight furor, Liston’s victory had no discernible effect on race relations in America; it certainly failed to buy the new champion acceptance from the media or the public. Jim Murray of the *Los Angeles Times* cruelly wrote that waking up to Liston as the new champion was “like finding a live bat on a string under your Christmas tree.” Even Joyce Carol Oates, writing more than twenty years after the fact, feels that “to watch Liston overcome Patterson in tapes of their fights in the early 1960s is to watch the defeat of ‘civilization’ by something so elemental and primitive it cannot be named.” Oates is polite enough to enclose “civilization” in quotation marks, but her observation is otherwise entirely without irony and demonstrates the persistent imprint left behind by these fights, the overwhelmingly negative publicity at the time of the fight that has largely defined Liston’s public image to this day. He was cast as the villain and then brilliantly performed as such, adding to his legend and, as we have already seen, leading to the tall tales of his physical abilities and “badness.” The fight was also the impetus for and the focal point of Sonny’s first biography by A. S. “Doc” Young—a highly sympathetic account subtitled *The Champ Nobody
Wanted—which makes a case for Sonny as a misunderstood victim of society. In the biographical and historical readings of the legend of Sonny Liston, then, the Patterson fight (and the 1963 rematch, which replayed the same arguments, with the same results) continues to be regarded as a defining moment.

Interestingly, then, of the creative readings of Liston under examination here only two—Thom Jones’ short story “Sonny Liston Was a Friend of Mine” and Brian DeVido’s novel Every Time I Talk to Liston—even mention the Patterson fight. Neither Gary Short’s poem, “Flying over Sonny Liston,” nor any of the four poems collected by Hedin and Waters touch it. Knopfler’s ballad, with eight stanzas plus refrains, references only the pre-fight objections to Liston: “the civil rights people didn’t want him on the throne,” and the sports writers and boxing insiders “didn’t want to have a bogey man” with “lowlife backers and hands like rocks.” The title of Jones’ story comes from a sequence in which a young amateur boxer, identified only as “Kid Dynamite,” visits Liston’s training camp before the first Patterson fight. Liston’s speed and power are awe-inspiring for the Kid, but even more frightening is the intensity of his presence: “He met Liston’s gaze but found it almost impossible to sustain eye contact. Soon it became an exercise in the control of fear.” The man next to the Kid whispers, “Bet the farm on this man. Patterson is dead.”61 Although the Patterson fight is the set-up for Jones’ scene, it is the portrait of Liston as terrifying brute rather than as triumphant champion that Jones uses here.

DeVido’s novel is narrated by a thirty-six-year-old heavyweight pug, Amos “Scrap Iron” Fletcher, who is slowly circling the drain of the fight game until he decides to retire and begin training a younger heavyweight, Rodney “TNT” Timmons. Otherwise a typical entry in the genre of sports fiction, Every Time I Talk to Liston is distinguished by its main character’s obsession with Liston; Scrap Iron visits the former champion’s Las Vegas grave regularly and intertwines stories about Liston with his own narrative. The story of the Patterson fights is recounted briefly as part of the arc of Liston’s life story: “The experts were right. Liston knocked Patterson out in two minutes and six seconds. Hit Patterson with a left hook that would have given God a headache.”62 It is mentioned again near the end of the novel, when Scrap Iron shows video of Liston in the ring to inspire his fighter. The two men watch Liston beat Cleveland Williams and Patterson (both times) and get knocked out by Leotis Martin. “But,” Scrap Iron says, “I don’t show the Ali fights. Because to me, that wasn’t really Sonny. Not the Sonny I know, anyway.”63 In neither case is there extended meditation on or discussion of Liston-Patterson I or II; as Scrap Iron observes, “It’s funny, but most people remember Liston for the fights lost rather than the fights he won … [After] the second Ali fight, just like that, Liston faded away.”64
Indeed, that does seem to be the case. The general lack of attention to the Patterson fights in writing and art about Liston indicates that his greatest moment of success is less intriguing than his failures—his troubled psyche, his unexpected losses, or his lonely and mysterious death. Sonny Liston is most interesting as a subject, it seems, when he is perpetually unlucky and purely tragic. In addition, the phenomenon known as Muhammad Ali is responsible in no small part for the disappearance of “Sonny Liston, Champion” from the public imagination.

Accordingly, Liston’s two other major fights, his defeats at the hands of Muhammad Ali in 1964 (when Ali was still known as Cassius Clay) and his second scandalous performance in 1965, are of much more interest to poets and writers. In their first fight in Miami Beach on February 24, 1964, Clay pranced and jabbed, and survived a fifth round in which he was blinded, possibly by ointment applied to Liston’s shoulders, cuts or, possibly, gloves. Liston swung away as usual and, not finding his target, grew increasingly frustrated. Over-confident and under-trained, injured and facing a younger, faster boxer, Liston simply decided to give up, quitting in his corner at the end of the sixth round rather than risking further embarrassment. In the Ali hero-tale as it has come to be constructed, Liston in this first fight acts as the “guardian of the threshold,” barring the way of the young adventurer. He represents the first challenge in response to which the hero will either turn back to an ordinary life or will demonstrate his superior nature and become something greater. Rob Steen quotes boxing expert Bill Cayton, who observes, “Ali went into that fight a good fighter but he came out a great one … That night he became the fighter who was on the road to becoming the greatest fighter of all time.”

As with the Patterson fight, this match between two black men was still promoted in terms of Good and Evil, with Sonny once again cast as the villain. At the time of the fight, notes Frederic Jaher, Clay was assigned the role of “white hat,” the attractive young good guy who could finally rid boxing of its resident “bad nigger.” The roles would quickly be reversed in the days after the fight, however, when Clay announced publicly that he was now a follower of The Honorable Elijah Muhammad and would hereafter be known as Muhammad Ali. Former champions Joe Louis and Floyd Patterson joined in the chorus of disapproval that seemed to echo from every sector of American society, and Liston found himself in a completely unexpected role: hero. Murray Kempton of The New Republic wrote, “Liston used to be a hoodlum; now he was our cop; he was the big Negro we pay to keep sassy Negroes in line and he was just waiting until his boss told him it was time to throw this kid out.” Note that no matter how intense their dislike for Ali, his racist rhetoric or his newfound religion, Kempton and others still could not allow Liston the role of “good guy;” at best they considered him
a tool, a blunt instrument that white America could use to hammer down a troublesome nail.

The fighters met for the second time in Lewiston, Maine on May 25, 1965. That disastrous fight, which of course ended with the “Phantom Punch,” would forever fix Liston’s place in boxing history. It is not so much the loss itself, as the uncertainty surrounding it, which continues to contribute to his legend. Did Liston take a dive for his mob backers? Was he intimidated by Nation of Islam thugs? Or was he really caught by an unanticipated and powerful punch? The “sounding of contrary opinions” continues on all sides. Joe Louis, serving as ringside commentator that night, observed, “That punch was like throwing corn flakes at a battle ship,”70 yet Ali and his associates asserted (and continue to assert) that the knockout was legitimate. After the fight Ali would claim it was the “anchor punch, the secret weapon of Jack Johnson as passed on to Ali by Stepin Fetchit, the elderly comedian and old-time movie player,” that had caught Liston by surprise,71 adding yet another layer of folklore to the proceedings by tapping into the legacy of the first “bad nigger” champion.72 “The fact of the matter is there was never a fight less fixed,” reads Ali’s highly dubious 1975 autobiography, The Greatest: My Own Story,73 but, for the most part, boxing fans and historians are not convinced. A 2005 article by Richard Carter begins, “every knowledgeable, objective fight fan knows that Charles Liston took a dive,” and concludes: “The problem is that Sonny was such a bad actor, his pathetic swoon from a laughable love-tap gave big-time boxing a black eye from which it has yet to fully recover.”74 Ali, of course, needs the fight to be legitimate to build his reputation as “The Greatest.” For Carter, as well as for biographers Steen and Tosches, the fight needs to be fixed to support their primary theses: that boxing is irredeemably corrupt, that it is irreparably damaging, physically as well as morally, to the men who fight, and that Sonny lived his whole life as a slave, respectively.

Liston and Ali’s biographers cite a wide variety of eyewitnesses, experts, evidence and theories about the fight but come no closer to resolving the matter definitively, and that same uncertainty is reflected in the cultural representations of Liston. Phil Ochs’ 1972 “Ballad of Sonny Liston” is unequivocal, with the final lines asking, “Sonny, Sonny, Sonny, why’d you have to take a dive?/If you don’t then you won’t stay alive.”75 Jay Meek’s poem “Sonny Liston” recollects:

When he blew
Clay’s fight in that Maine mill-town,
too suddenly downed, bartenders said:
“Next time he’s gonna fight some fruit
from a garbage scow on the Atlantic.
Out there he can really take a dive.”76
Meek’s Liston clearly threw the fight, but his description of the event as “Clay’s fight” suggests that it holds more significance for the myth of Muhammad Ali than for the legend of Sonny Liston. Gary Short’s poem “Flying Over Sonny Liston,” on the other hand, opens with an image of Liston decisively defeated by Ali—“Sonny Liston is on all fours / trying to rise, a flame of pain / in the center of his head”—and adds later, “One blow/changes everything.”

Brian DeVido’s account in *Every Time I Talk to Liston* also gives the clear victory to Ali, blaming Liston’s early overtraining and subsequent inability, following a delay in the scheduled date of the fight due to Ali’s hospitalization for a hernia, to get back in peak condition. In the middle there is William Trowbridge’s “Liston,” which mentions the “phantom punch” but does not pass judgment on what really happened in the fight, only noting with disappointment that “he sat down/wobbly as a dowager, leaving the floor/to the lippy punk from Louisville.”

What the poems and novel share is the sense of a squandered opportunity for greatness. After years of playing “the heavy,” Liston was given one chance to be the hero, a challenge he failed due to a moment of either physical or moral weakness.

Thus we see how the truth of a single fight, documented on film and with thousands of people watching, can come to be as mysterious as the origins of any traditional folk tale. But there is something folkloric about much of Liston’s life outside of the ring as well, a cloud of mystery that always seems to obscure our view of the man himself, which has also contributed significantly to his legend. The twenty-fourth of twenty-five children, his place and date of birth were never known; Young’s biography relates Liston’s early years in terms of “consistencies,” noting that there is “no one set story” when it comes to his life.

That he had a difficult upbringing is almost certain; Tosches and others frequently cite the coroner’s report which found faded scars across Liston’s back, most likely reminders of beatings handed out by his father. The frequent invocation of Sonny’s scars serves varying purposes, highlighting the poverty in which he was raised as an Arkansas sharecropper’s son, linking that upbringing to the brutality of slavery, painting him as a survival from pre-Emancipation times: “Criss-crossed on his back,” sings Mark Knopfler, “scars from his daddy like slavery tracks.”

Even the origin of the nickname “Sonny” is unknown; some claim it was given to him in prison by other inmates, while others claim it came north with him from the Arkansas cotton fields, from a father who could never remember his children’s names.

Finally, Sonny Liston’s death proved to be as mysterious as his birth, his body discovered by his wife Geraldine in the bedroom of their Las Vegas home on January 5, 1971. Although the official autopsy listed death by natural causes, rumors swirl to this day that he overdosed on heroin or was murdered over some grudge or shady business deal. Brian DeVido’s narrator recalls, “People aren’t sure to this day, but many say he crossed the mob.
and they killed him. It’s possible. Hell, in this game, anything’s possible.”82 Traces of narcotics in his system, combined with testimony from family and associates that Liston had a life-long fear of needles—a nice folkloric touch—seem to lend some credence to the conspiracy theories, but the truth will most likely never be known. Sonny Liston was buried in Paradise Memorial Gardens in Las Vegas, directly adjacent to McCarren International Airport. After spending his life painted as a criminal, an animal, a monster, and a symbol of black underclass rage, his headstone defiantly reads, “Charles Sonny Liston. A Man.”

This uncertainty surrounding Liston’s life and, especially, death, is an important part of his cultural image as well. In stark contrast to the poems and songs celebrating Jack Johnson and Joe Louis, the writing about Sonny Liston seems largely to mourn the boxer. Multiple poems and songs include the scene of Sonny’s death; Jay Meek’s poem “Sonny Liston,” for example, begins with the ex-champion “Floored in the bedroom of his home/in Vegas, on the table his revolver/in its holster, ready for an enemy.”83 Mark Knopfler’s ballad paints Liston only impressionistically, calling attention to the ambiguity of his life’s story: “They never could be sure about the day he was born,/a motherless child set to working on the farm./And they never could be sure about the day he died/The Bear was the king they cast aside.” Liston was not “motherless”—Helen Liston left for St. Louis when Sonny was about thirteen and he followed her there soon after—but the invention adds to the pathos of his tale. Simultaneously it recalls the great African American spiritual, “Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child,” once again likening Sonny’s condition to the misery of the slave. Meanwhile the song’s refrain prophesies over and over again, echoing the bragging of Cassius Clay, “Sonny’s goin’ down for miles and miles/Sonny’s goin’ down for miles and miles.” About Liston’s death Knopfler only sings mysteriously, “There was no investigation as such/he hated needles but he knew too much.” Phil Ochs’ fragmentary ballad also takes up the question of his death (“Now I don’t know how Sonny Liston died/Maybe he killed himself, maybe he even tried/Or maybe the boys weren’t satisfied”) but when it comes to conclusions the singer can only seem to shake his head sadly, admitting, “I don’t know, I’m sorry I just don’t know.”

Sonny once told a reporter, “Someday they’re gonna write a blues song just for fighters. It’ll be for slow guitar, soft trumpet, and a bell.”84 Such poetic insight was rare from the one-time champion. Unlike Ali, who never ceased talking about himself, Liston never had a chance to tell his own story, or perhaps if he did no one was willing to listen. James Baldwin described him as “inarticulate,” adding: “I really do not mean to suggest that he does not know how to talk. He is inarticulate in the way we all are when more has happened to us than we know how to express; and inarticulate in a particularly Negro way—he has a long tale to tell which no one wants to
hear.”85 In the final analysis, much of the interest in him seems, at least in part, to be an attempt to tell that tale, and by so doing, to right the wrongs done to him throughout his life. Perhaps by singing Sonny’s blues, writers and poets hope to restore some measure of humanity to a man thoroughly dehumanized by socioeconomic circumstance, by organized crime and various police departments, and most of all by his disastrous meetings with Muhammad Ali. Even if we ultimately find in his life a sad cautionary tale rather than an inspirational story of achievement, Liston’s story, like that of his predecessors Jack Johnson and Joe Louis and his successor Muhammad Ali, will continue to resonate long after that final bell has sounded.
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